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UNIT-I 
 

Moment distribution method in analysis of frames with sway, analysis of box frames, analysis of Portals 

with inclined members, analysis of beams and frames by Kani’s method. 

 

MOMENT DISTRIBUTION METHOD 

This method was first introduced by Prof. Hardy Cross is widely used for the analysis of intermediate 

structures. In this method first the structural system is reduced to its kinematically determinate form, this 

is accomplished by assuming all the joints to be fully restrained. The fixed end moments are calculated for 

this condition of structure. The joints are allowed to deflect rotate one after the other by releasing them 

successively. The unbalanced moment at the joint shared by the members connected at the joint when it is 

released. 

Limitations: 

1. This method is eminently suited to analyze continuous beams including non-prismatic members but it 

presents some difficulties when applied to rigid frames, especially when frames are subjected to side sway. 

2. Unsymmetrical frames have to be analyzed more than once to obtain FM (fixed moments) in the 

structures. 

3. This method cannot be applied to structures with intermediate hinges. 

Rigid frames restrained against side sway are analyzed using moment-distribution method, frames which 

are unsymmetrical or frames which are loaded unsymmetrical usually get displaced either to the right or 

to the left. In other words, in such frames apart from evaluating joint rotations, one also needs to evaluate 

joint translations (side sway). For example in frame shown in Fig, the loading is symmetrical but the 

geometry of frame is unsymmetrical and hence side sway needs to be considered in the analysis. The 

number of unknowns is this case are: joint rotations θ B and θ C and member rotation ψ . Joint B and C get 

translated by the same amount as axial deformations are not considered and hence only one independent 

member rotation need to be considered. The procedure to analyze rigid frames undergoing lateral 

displacement using moment-distribution method is explained 

 

A special procedure is required to analyze frames with side sway using moment distribution method. 

In the first step, identify the number of independent rotations (ψ ) in the structure. The procedure to 
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calculate independent rotations is explained. For analyzing frames with side sway, the method of 

superposition is used. The structure shown in Fig.(a) is expressed as the sum of two systems: Fig.(c) 

The systems are analyzed separately and superposed to obtain the final answer. In system, side sway is 

prevented by artificial support at C . Apply all the external loads on frame shown in Fig(b). Since for 

the frame, side sway is prevented, moment-distribution method as discussed in the previous lesson is 

applied and beam end moments are calculated. Let and be the balanced moments obtained by 

distributing fixed end moments due to applied loads while allowing only joint rotations and preventing 

side sway. Now, calculate reactions they are , 

 

 

Apply a horizontal force F in the opposite direction of R. Now , then the superposition of beam end 

moments of system (b) and times (c) gives the results for the original structure. However, there is no 

way one could analyze the frame for horizontal force, by moment-distribution method as sway comes 

in to picture. Instead of applying, apply arbitrary known displacement / side sway ' as shown in the 

figure. Calculate the fixed end beam moments in the column = RFk k F F Δ AB and Δ CD for the imposed 

horizontal displacement. Since joint displacement is known beforehand, one could use 

moment-distribution method to analyze this frame. In this case, member rotations ψ are related to 

joint translation which is known. Let and are the balanced moment obtained by distributing the fixed 

end moments due to assumed side sway at .Now, from statics calculate horizontal force due to 

arbitrary side sway Δ C F '. 
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KANI’S METHOD: 

This method was introduced by Gasper Kani in 1940’s. It involves distributing the unknown fixed end 

moments of structural members to adjacent joints, in order to satisfy the conditions of continuity of slopes 

and displacements. 

Advantages: 

1. Hardy Cross method distributed only the unbalanced moments at joints, whereas Kani’s method 

distributes the total joint moment at any stage of iteration. 

2. The more significant feature of Kani’s method is that the process is self corrective. Any error at any stage 

of iteration is corrected in subsequent steps. 

Framed structures are rarely symmetric and subjected to side sway, hence Kani’s method is best and much 

simpler than other methods like moment distribution method and slope displacement method. 

Procedure: 

1. Rotation stiffness at each end of all members of a structure is determined depending upon the end 

conditions. 

a. Both ends fixed 

Kij= Kji= EI/L 

b. Near end fixed, far end simply supported 

Kij= ¾ EI/L; Kji= 0 

2. Rotational factors are computed for all the members at each joint it is given by 

Uij= -0.5 (Kij/ Kji) 

{The Sum of Rotational Factors at A Joint Is -0.5} 

(Fixed end moments including transitional moments, moment releases and carry over moments are 

computed for members and entered. The sum of the FEM at a joint is entered in the central square drawn 

at the joint). 

3. Iterations can be commenced at any joint however the iterations commence from the left end of the 

structure generally given by the equation 

Mij = Uij [(Mfi + Mi) + Mji)] 
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4. Initially the rotational components Mji (sum of the rotational moments at the far ends of the joint) can 

be assumed to be zero. Further iterations take into account the rotational moments of the previous joints. 

5. Rotational moments are computed at each joint successively till all the joints are processed. This process 

completes one cycle of iteration. 

6. Steps 4 and 5 are repeated till the difference in the values of rotation moments from successive cycles is 

neglected. 

7. Final moments in the members at each joint are computed from the rotational members of the final 

iterations step. 

Mij = (Mfij + Mij) + 2 Mij + Mji 

The lateral translation of joints (side sway) is taken into consideration by including column shear in the 

iterative procedure. 

8. Displacement factors are calculated for each storey given by 

Uij = -1.5 (Kij/Kij) 

Application of Rotation contribution Method (Kani’s Method) for the analysis of portal frame: 

Fixed end moments 

FEMAB = 0 

FEMBA = 0 

FEMBC = -120 kNm 

FEMCB = 120 kNm 

FEMCD = 0 

FEMDC = 0 

Stiffness and rotation factor (R.F.) 

 

Displacement factors (δ) 

Calculation of Displacement factors (δ) ΣUCD = (-1.2) + (-0.3) = -1.5 Checked. Hence OK 

Storey Moment (SM) Storey moment = 0 (since lack of nodal loads and lack of loadings on columns, SM=0) 

Iterations by Kani’s Method 

Calculations of rotation contributions in tabular form using Kani’s Method: 
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Final End Moments 

For columns: 

F.E.M + 2 (near end contribution) + far end contribution of that particular column + L.D.C. of that column 

For beams: 

F.E.M + 2 (near end contribution) + far end contribution of that particular beam or slab. 

MAB = 10.89 kNm 

MBA = 58.64 kNm 

MBC = -58.63 kNm 

MCB = 99.49 kNm 

MCD = -69.51 kNm 

MDC = 0 kNm 

MCE = -30 kNm 
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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